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Newsletter 

Thank you for all your amazing work on the TILT study, especially during these 

unprecedented times!   

We really appreciate it. From all of us here at TILT HQ, we hope you have a  

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!!

Dear TILT Teams,  

I hope you are all keeping safe and well. Welcome to the third instalment of the TILT festive 
newsletter! Since recruitment restarted back in August 2020, the recruitment and randomisation 
rates, especially in the last two months, have been amazing. I would like to thank you all for your 
terrific, dedicated and hard work on this.   

This week Mariah Carey’s groundbreaking ‘All I Want for Christmas is You’ reached number 1 for 
the first time in 26 years! Given it’s a week of milestones, it would only be fitting to showcase your 
TILT achievements below… 

 Recruitment Extension: Our funder recently accepted our request for an extension!! This means 
that you will be able to recruit and randomise participants to TILT until the end of October 2021.  

 Eliciting Congenital anomalies: The EUROCAT list has recently been circulated, please do get in touch 
if there are any queries on this. Please ensure all congenital anomalies (major and minor) are reported. 

 Co-investigators Group (CIG) Meeting:  We are pleased to announce that we will be hosting 
another TILT Co-investigators Group Meeting on Monday 25th January! Please let me know if 
you would be interested in presenting at the meeting (topics can either be TILT related 
or non-TILT related). 

 Christmas closure:  The central team will be away from 19th December 
to 4th January, so please send any SAEs to: barc@qmul.ac.uk 

 1000 Randomisations: Chinese University of Hong Kong recently 
received their prize for randomising the 1000th TILT participant!! 
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1. As of today, (18/12/2020) 1,409 have been recruited and 1,029 have been randomised to the TILT study! We 
are now only 546 randomisations away from our target of 1,575!!  

2. Homerton Hospital randomised their 545th TILT participant (HOM/0729)! 

3. Chinese University of Hong Kong randomised their 190th couple to TILT (UHK/0235)! 

4. St. Barts Hospital randomised their 110th participant to TILT (SBH/0184)! 

5. Princess Anne Hospital randomised their 75th TILT couple (PAH/0117)! 

6. Derriford Hospital randomised their 45th participant (DER/0065)!

TILT Milestones

Sadly we will be saying goodbye to Sara Chamberlain, who 
provided unbelievable support for the study recruitment at both Homerton and         

St. Barts Hospital.  Sara, thank you so much for all your efforts on the TILT study.  We 
wish you every success in your new role and for the future!
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